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THE SEAHORSE (HAJSS) FROM THE SHAFT TOMB OF IUFAA: 
NEW EVIDENCE OF THE ELUSIVE CREATURE

Renata Landgráfová1

hippopotamus-headed serpents reclining on rectangular bases, each of them labeled 
as hayshesh ba 
live in the realm of the dead”. The study of the text reveals that the creature is of 

hayshesh-creatures from the 
seahorses of the 22nd
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in preparation

HAjSS creatures.

Iufaa’s Seahorse

hippopotamus-headed serpents reclining on rectangular bases. Each is labeled as 
 HAjSS{S}

stating that he is  nTr sanx bA m Xr.jt-nTr ba live in the 

 Htp-dj-nswt n nTr pn mnx mH wAD-wr

once.
The main text describes the serpents as follows:

nTr aA n zp-tp.j wn=f m qd pn nt.{t}j m sS {gm} <dSr>.tj rn=f tp=f m rr.t m xsbD jw=f mj 
djdj m-Xnw a.t n.t mH 70 Hr rA=s nb r rA n wAD-wr m HAw-nb.wt ky mjt.j{t}=f r rA n wAD-wr 
m Sn-rxy.t m qd pn nt.{t}j m sS jw mw Hr sA=sn m Hrr(.t) n.t mH.w jw Xr.w =sn m pa.w n.w xt 
jn r  ab jm=sn nms.t 4 n.t bjA wab =f jm anx bA=f m Xrj.t-nTr jAw=f  Hr-tp tA Htp-dj-nswt jT r jn 
mw jpn m nms.t 4 m mAT m jbr t Hnq.t pA.t nms.t 4 TmH.w mH m Hknw bAs 4 n.w S{n}<s>r 
mH m jbr snTr kA rA DA.t rdj Hr mw

name is Red.2

2 The sign used actually has a different reading (gm), but since both the gm and the dSr signs depict 
wading, i.e. similar, birds, their confusion is understandable. Various, even dissimilar, bird signs are 
rather frequently confused in the Late Period (see e.g. Pries 2011). The fact that further in the text, 
the snake’s body is described as being of hematite, i.e. red, and that a deity named Red/Bloody 
appears also in other texts (see Leitz 2002 VII: 574), makes reading probable.



its gates at the mouth of the sea in Hau-nebut.
the sea in Shen-rekhyt,

5

nemset-vessels of heavenly ore,6 he 
ba

nemset vessels of 
iber-oil, bread, beer and pat bread, four nemset vessels of red ochre 

hekenu oil, four bas iber oil, incense, bulls, 

3 The precise meaning of the term Hau-nebut is still under discussion in Egyptology, see more below. 
For the principal studies see Vercoutter 1947:127-158; Vercoutter 1949:107-209; Quack 2007:331-362 
and the overview in Kockelmann – Rickert 2015:54-56.

4 Neither this term has been understood precisely, although it is mostly seen as a watery region in or 
next to the Nile Delta, see Rickert 2011:237-238.

5 See Landgráfová – Coppens – Janák – Míčková 2017:616 note 12, I owe this reading to F. Coppens.
6 The word bjA refers to meteoric iron or copper. It was connected with deities and kings and heaven 

was said to be made of it. In religious texts, it often appears for its heavenly associations, with the 
precise identification of the metal being secondary (Lalouette 1979: 333–353, see also Graefe 1971).

7 Following the offering formula in the accompanying table, which ends with rdj Hr mw n nTr pn “Place 
(it) on water for this god.”

Fig. 1 The two hayshesh serpents on the northern wall of the burial chamber of Iufaa. 
Photo Matin Frouz.
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hayshesh
Occasion”, i.e. creator deities or at least those that are present at the very beginning of 
time.
chamber, they represent, besides divinities, also celestial bodies: red is the color of 

haysheshs are said 
to be located at the mouth of the sea, wAD-wr

Hau-nebut and 
the other at Shen-rekhyt. As the precise meaning of these terms is still debated in 

Whatever the precise meaning of the term Hau-nebut, most researchers seem to agree 

since the 26th

Shen-rekhyt
accompanies the Hau-nebut

haysheshs

The rest of the text before the offering formula contains a promise for anyone who 
correctly purifies these serpents (a similar call for purifying sacred snakes appears 
several times on the western wall of Iufaa’s burial chamber, see Landgráfová – Janák 
2017:11-122): he will be purified likewise, he will reach an old age upon earth and then 
his ba will live in the realm of the dead.

Serpentine beings labeled as hayshesh (or the variant yashesh) appear also on two 
sarcophagi of the Ptolemaic Period, that of Udjahor (Louvre D11, Buhl 1959:100-104) 
and Imeniu (Cairo JE 13/1/21/1, Buhl 1959:90-92, see fig. 2). In the former case, they are 
called southern and northern yashesh, which corresponds to their positions in the temple 
of Esna and explains their appearance in pairs in the tomb of Iufaa and elsewhere (see 
below).

yashesh
yashesh is 

Dd-mdw jn jm.j-nsr.t nTr-aA m dwA.t [sHD] Hr 
n jm.jw j{q}<g>r.t

8 The term zp-tpj is not attested in the Pyramid Texts, and even in the Coffin Texts (CT 640; deBuck 
1956: 261) it appears only indirectly, in the parallel chapter of the later Book of the Dead (BD 50B; 
Quirke 2013: 130). It refers to the time when the creator god first appeared from the primeval chaos 
(Bickel 1994: 56–59). The gods of the zp-tpj are primeval being carrying within them the potential of 
all creation and of the future world(order).



9 A short inscription 
over the yashesh reads Dd-mdw jn jASS mH.tj, “Recitation by the northern yashesh,” and the 

nTr sanx bA m Xr.jt-nTr dj anx bA n wsjr Hm-nTr 
wDA-Hr.w ms.w Hr.t-xpS=s ( ) mAa(.t)-xrw 

ba ba of the 

yashesh
Dd-mdw jn jn.j-a=f nTr-aA m Xr.jt-nTr rx rn n psD 

( )

yashesh reads Dd-
mdw jn jASS Sma.{t}j, “Recitation by the southern yashesh,” and the four columns on his 

hayshesh

nTr sanx Swj.wt sxnw bA r HA.t m Xr.t-nTr
the ba

ba live in the Realm of the 

9 As such, he resembles the snake called njs jm.jw nbj=sn of Iufaa’s western wall and p. Jumilhac XII,9, 
who is said to make light for those who are in the Netherworld (see Landgráfová – Janák 2017: 114-
115 and Vandier [1965]:139, 176 and pl. 8).

Fig. 2 The northern hayshesh and Ibat on the left side of the sarcophagus of Imeniu, 
Cairo JE 13/1/21/1. Photo Petr Košárek.



hayshesh is labeled as HAySS mH.tj
southern one just HAySS
phrased as speeches of the northern and southern hayshesh respectively, addressing the 
deceased. The northern one says sanx.n(=j) Sw.t=k sxn(=j) bA=k m XA.t=k m Xr.t-nTr

ba
southern one sanx.n(=j) bA=k m Xr.t-nTr Dsr(.t) saH=k m spA.t jgr.t ba live in the 

There is no adjective specifying the geographical location of the hayshesh

“northern” hayshesh
hayshesh at the Hau-nebu hayshesh of Shen-rekhyt corresponds to the 
“southern” hayshesh. These three pairs of sea-serpents share several other features. The 

ba of the deceased in the 

Udjahor, the northern yashesh psD

 gm or  dSr)

hayshesh dSr.tj, 

Xr.jt-nTr
In an article dedicated to a detailed publication of the coffin of Padiamun in the 

Liverpool museum, Luca Miatello collected thirteen occurrences of the hippocampus or 
sea-horse in ancient Egyptian iconography, dated between the 22nd Dynasty and the 
Ptolemaic Period (Miatello 2016:31-32). Iufaa’s example represents the fourteenth known 
piece of evidence for these creatures, and it also includes by far the longest accompanying 
text. Moreover, it dates to the 26th to 27th Dynasty, a period which is so under-represented 
among the cases known so far, that it led John Taylor to believe that the hippocampus was 
completely absent from the Egyptian repertoire at this time and thus that the older 
representations of sea-horses with little or no text from the 22nd to 25th Dynasty are 
completely unrelated to the hayshesh/yashesh sea-serpents of the Ptolemaic period (Taylor 
2007:416). To see whether this can be upheld with the new evidence from Iufaa’s burial 
chamber, a short overview of the older group of sea-horses is in place.

Of the three oldest examples, dated to the 22nd Dynasty, that of Horkhebi in a private 
collection in Wales is only available in a description: “a hippocampus, with undulating 
serpent body, can be seen distinctly on each side below the levels of the shoulders” on 
the inner side of the coffin case (Taylor 2007:410). In the case of the coffin of 
Djedkhonsuiufankh (Paris Louvre N 2585), two hippocampi flank the body of the 
goddess Nut represented on the bottom of the coffin case. They have distinct horse 
heads and serpentine bodies with a single coil forming a “belly” and thus resembling 
real hippocampi (Taylor 2007:408, fig. 1). The third 22nd dynasty example is that of the 
interior of the coffin of Perenbast (Manchester Museum 5053), which is once again 
a horse-headed creature with an undulating serpentine body, rather similar in style to 
those of Horkhebi and Djedkhonsuiufankh (Taylor 2007:409-410).

Only slightly later, of the 23rd to 24th Dynasty date, is the coffin of Nakhtkhonsuiru 
Ameneminet (Louvre E 5534; Kákosy 1987:pl. 1), where the hippocampi are represented 
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on the exterior of the bottom and on the shoulders fl anking the hair. With their horse 
heads and serpentine bodies in upright position, they strongly resemble the 22nd 
Dynasty hippocampi, the only difference being the slight movement of the coil of the 
body backwards, so that they look more like snakes with an erect front than like real 
hippocampi with a belly-like coil.

The next step is represented by 25th

th Dynasty dating see Taylor 

but due to their position in the triangular space underneath the collar, they are tilted to 

side. On the last of the 25th

but here their appearance diverges even more from that of a real sea-horse: the 

the available triangular space. They also bear a label: over each of them, jm.j dwA.t “One 
jnj 

aA
Besides Iufaa, two of the examples collected by Miatello date to the Late Period 

(with no specifi c dating, Miatello 2016:32). The coffi n Liverpool Garstang Museum 
SACE E.576 is unpublished, but the cartonnage Liverpool Garstang Museum SACE 

Fig. 3 The development from seahorse to (sea)snake. A selection of 22nd to 23rd Dynasty 
hippocampi. Drawing Jolana Malátková.
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E.2002 shows a snake with a horse’s head and a single coil, placed horizontally, snake-
like, resembling those of Nehemsumontu and Padiamun (Miatello 2016:35, fig. 23).

Conclusion

The two Ptolemaic examples have been discussed in detail above, as they resemble 
Iufaa’s case most closely. The overview of the – admittedly few – representations of 
horse / hippopotamus / mythological-creature headed serpents shows that not only 
there is a clear connection between the early and late examples, but the representations 
themselves show a clear chronological development, with the early examples strongly 
resembling real hippocampi and the later ones, due to spatial constrictions and probably 
unfamiliarity of some of the artists with the animal, turning into serpent-like 
mythological creatures (see fig. 3). With the bodies thus changed into those of snakes, it 
is no wonder that the head lost its horse-like appearance and took on that of 
a hippopotamus (Iufaa) or a mythological being (Imeniu and Udjahor).

jnj-a that appears close to the hippocampus of Besenmut refers to the same being as the 
jnj-a=f

Xr.jt-nTr spA.t jgr.t
group is labeled as jm.j dwA.t

hayshesh

nd

represents an important step in their development.
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